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This volume presents selected, extended and reviewed versions of the papers presented at the 1st International Workshop on Regulated Agent Systems: Theory and Applications (RASTA 2002), a workshop co-located with the 1st International Joint Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent Systems (AAMAS 2002), which was held in Bologna, Italy, in July, 2002. In addition, several new papers on the workshop theme appear here as the result of a further call for participation.

Agent-technology is the latest paradigm of software engineering methodology. The development of autonomous, mobile, and intelligent agents brings new challenges to the field. Agent technologies and multiagent systems are among the most vibrant and active research areas of computer science. At the same time commercial applications of agents are gaining attention. The construction of artificial (agent) societies leads to questions that already have been asked for human societies. Computer scientists have adopted terms like emerging behavior, selforganization, and evolutionary theory in an intuitive manner. Multiagent system researchers have started to develop agents with social abilities and complex social systems.

However, most of these systems lack the foundation of the social sciences. The intention of the RASTA workshop, and of this volume, is to bring together researchers from computer science as well as the social sciences who see their common interest in social theories for the construction and regulation of multiagent systems.

A total of 17 papers appear in this volume, out of 31 papers submitted. They include nine papers presented in the workshop (whose preproceeedings were published as Communications Vol. 318 Mitteilung 318 of Hamburg University, Faculty of Informatics), as well as six new papers. In addition, an invited paper from Bruce Edmonds reflects some aspects of the lively discussions held during the workshop. The selection presented is divided into two major topics.
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Structural Analysis: In Theory and PracticeButterworth-Heinemann, 2008
This book provides a comprehensive review of the classical methods of structural analysis and also the recent advances in computer applications.     

       Structural Analysis Rules of Thumb provides a comprehensive review of the classical methods of structural analysis and also the recent advances in computer applications.  The prefect...
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Objective-C Phrasebook (2nd Edition) (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2011

	Blaise Pascal once wrote, “I didn’t have time to write a short letter, so I wrote a long one instead.” This phrasebook is the shortest book I’ve written, and trying to fit everything that I wanted to say into a volume this short was a challenge.


	When Mark Taber originally suggested that I...
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Building RESTful Web Services with Spring 5 - Second Edition: Leverage the power of Spring 5.0, Java SE 9, and Spring Boot 2.0Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Find out how to implement the REST architecture to build resilient software in Java with the help of the Spring 5.0 framework. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Follow best practices and explore techniques such as clustering and caching to achieve a reactive, scalable web service,
	
			Leverage...
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Hands-On Blockchain with Hyperledger: Building decentralized applications with Hyperledger Fabric and ComposerPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of Hyperledger Fabric to develop Blockchain-based distributed ledgers with ease

	
		Key Features

		
			Write your own chaincode/smart contracts using Golang on hyperledger network
	
			Build and deploy decentralized applications (DApps)
	
			Dive into real...
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Music and Mathematics: From Pythagoras to FractalsOxford University Press, 2006
The invitation to write an introduction to this collection offered a welcome opportunity to reflect on some of the historical, scientific, and artistic approaches that have been developed in the linking of mathematics and music. The two have traditionally been so closely connected that it is their separation that elicits surprise. During the late...
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Microsoft Windows Vista Management and AdministrationSams Publishing, 2007
This book will show administrators how to manage and administer the advanced functions and security features in Windows Vista. The recommendations, tips, tricks, and best practices are based on years of early-adopter implementations of Windows Vista in large corporate and private environments. The authors highlight the functions...
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